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ABSTRACT

The CST complex is a key player in telomere replica-
tion and stability, which in yeast comprises Cdc13,
Stn1 and Ten1. While Stn1 and Ten1 are very well
conserved across species, Cdc13 does not resem-
ble its mammalian counterpart CTC1 either in se-
quence or domain organization, and Cdc13 but not
CTC1 displays functions independently of the rest of
CST. Whereas the structures of human CTC1 and CST
have been determined, the molecular organization of
Cdc13 remains poorly understood. Here, we dissect
the molecular architecture of Candida glabrata Cdc13
and show how it regulates binding to telomeric se-
quences. Cdc13 forms dimers through the interaction
between OB-fold 2 (OB2) domains. Dimerization stim-
ulates binding of OB3 to telomeric sequences, result-
ing in the unfolding of ssDNA secondary structure.
Once bound to DNA, Cdc13 prevents the refolding of
ssDNA by mechanisms involving all domains. OB1
also oligomerizes, inducing higher-order complexes
of Cdc13 in vitro. OB1 truncation disrupts these com-
plexes, affects ssDNA unfolding and reduces telom-
ere length in C. glabrata. Together, our results reveal
the molecular organization of C. glabrata Cdc13 and
how this regulates the binding and the structure of
DNA, and suggest that yeast species evolved dis-
tinct architectures of Cdc13 that share some com-
mon principles.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are structures formed at the end of the linear
chromosomes in eukaryotes, consisting of DNA repeats
bound by multiple protein complexes. Telomeric DNA is
comprised of numerous copies of a short, double stranded
repeat, which terminates in a single-stranded 3′ overhang,
known as the G-overhang. Telomeres prevent the ends
of chromosomes from being recognized as double strand
breaks by the cellular DNA repair machinery (1) and from
the shortening of chromosome ends upon genome repli-
cation (2). Thus, telomere regulation and maintenance are
crucial pathways to prevent genomic instability, which is
linked to many complex diseases including cancer and age-
ing (3,4).

CST, the complex formed by Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 in yeast
and CTC1-STN1-TEN1 in humans, is required for telom-
ere maintenance and protection. In yeast, telomere capping
through the binding to the G-overhang and the regulation
of telomere replication are the best characterized functions
of CST (4–6). In the budding yeast Saccharomyces cere-
visiae, CST directly interacts with the Est1 subunit of telom-
erase, the complex that elongates the G-strand, through
its recruitment domain (RD) (7,8) and with the catalytic
subunit of the DNA polymerase alpha (Pol �), which is
in charge of C-strand fill-in (9,10). CST stimulates Pol �
by promoting RNA priming and the transfer of the newly
synthesized RNA from the primase subunits to the poly-
merase subunit (11). The direct binding to telomerase and
Pol � places CST at the center of the mechanisms that
regulate replication of both telomeric strands. In addition,
CST participates in other functions, at least in mammalian
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cells, such as DNA repair (12–16), chromosome cohesion
(17), and helping the cells manage DNA replication stress
(18,19).

While Stn1 and Ten1 are very well conserved across
species (20), Cdc13 has been proposed to be the ortholog
of human CTC1 despite showing only partial resemblance
in domain organization and little sequence conservation
(21,22). Human CTC1 is a 1217 amino acid protein har-
boring seven oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding fold
(OB-fold) domains (21), whereas S. cerevisiae Cdc13 is
much smaller, with 924 amino acids spanning four OB-
fold domains and a disordered telomerase-recruiting RD
domain placed between the first and second OB-fold do-
mains (OB1 and OB2) (23,24) (Figure 1A). In addition,
yeast Cdc13 can perform functions on its own and inde-
pendently of Stn1 and Ten1 (25,26), while there is no evi-
dence that supports an independent activity of CTC1. In-
deed, Cdc13 dissociates from Stn1-Ten1 and interacts with
the Est1 subunit of yeast telomerase in late S phase when
the level of Est1 rises (27). Moreover, although Cdc13, Stn1
and Ten1 form a complex, yeast Cdc13 has a predominant
role in inhibiting telomere fusion over Stn1 and Ten1 (25).

Significant progress has been recently made on the struc-
tural characterization of human CST and its complex with
Pol � using cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) (21,28,29).
The cryoEM structures revealed the organization of seven
OB-fold domains of CTC1, with OB-fold domains D, E, F
and G forming a ring that interacts with STN1-TEN1 in
a 1:1:1 stoichiometry. In addition, human CST assembles
a large decameric complex upon interaction with telomeric
ssDNA (21). When Flag-tagged and V5-tagged CTC1 are
co-expressed, either tag immunoprecipitates the other and
this has been interpreted as proof that higher-order CST
oligomeric species form in human cells and could have func-
tional significance (21). Formation of oligomeric Cdc13
complexes have also been suggested to explain how S. cere-
visiae Cdc13 shortened DNA in experiments using single-
molecule methods (30).

In contrast to human CST, the available information
about the structure of Cdc13 and yeast CST is rather in-
complete and, in some cases, contradictory. Budding yeast
Cdc13 has been proposed to act as a homodimer, but the
exact mode of dimerization is still a subject of debate. S.
cerevisiae OB1 and OB2 domains form dimers when iso-
lated, and the structures of these dimers have been deter-
mined by X-ray crystallography (10,23,24). The dimeriza-
tion via OB2 was found to be important for binding to Stn1
and for telomere maintenance (23) but mutations in S. cere-
visiae OB1 are sufficient to disrupt Cdc13 dimers without
influencing ssDNA binding (31). Candida glabrata OB4 do-
main also forms dimers when studied separately from the
rest of Cdc13, and their crystal structure revealed that OB4
uses a different mechanism for dimerization than OB2 (22).
Several models have been proposed for how Cdc13 assem-
bles the CST complex. Crystal structures of fragments of
the Kluyveromyces lactis homologs suggested that dimeriza-
tion of Cdc13 is mediated by Stn1 in the context of CST,
and Stn1 bridges OB2 and OB4 domains from two Cdc13
subunits (32). In contrast, work on C. glabrata pointed to
various unusual stoichiometries for Cdc13, Stn1 and Ten1
(2:4:2 or 2:6:2) (33).

Overall, the structural organization and mode of
oligomerization of yeast Cdc13 as well as how these fea-
tures could influence its DNA binding activity, is still poorly
characterized. Furthermore, discrepancies between several
reports are difficult to reconcile into a single structural and
architectural model. In this study, we have clarified the
molecular organization and the mechanisms of oligomer-
ization of C. glabrata Cdc13 by applying multiple biochem-
ical and biophysical techniques on a collection of con-
structs. This species was selected as it contains the only
yeast CST complex where all three full-length subunits of
CST can be expressed and reconstituted through a recom-
binant system (33). We have determined that C. glabrata
Cdc13 forms a dimeric complex that only requires the
dimerization of OB2, and this dimerization enhances bind-
ing to telomeric sequences. Single-molecule experiments us-
ing magnetic tweezers demonstrated that Cdc13 unfolds
ssDNA secondary structures and, once bound to DNA,
Cdc13 prevents its refolding. Although OB3 binds telomeric
sequences on its own, OB3 alone is unable to prevent the re-
folding of ssDNA, and each domain in Cdc13 contributes
to modifying the structure of ssDNA. In addition, we find
that OB1 induces the formation of large oligomers of Cdc13
formed by the stepwise addition of Cdc13 dimers, and we
have mapped residues required for OB1 oligomerization us-
ing mutational analysis. Our data is consistent with previous
findings on the oligomerization of yeast Cdc13 (24,30,34)
and human CST (21). Thus, we speculate that the ability of
OB1 to direct the interaction of several Cdc13 dimers may
play a role in altering the structure of ssDNA. Altogether,
we propose the first detailed model for the molecular archi-
tecture of C. glabrata Cdc13 and how its structural organi-
zation impacts on the binding to ssDNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ORF cloning

All cloning, subcloning and site-directed mutagenesis steps
were performed using IVA cloning (35). The ORF of C.
glabrata full-length Cdc13 (UniProtKB - Q6FT40) was am-
plified by PCR from the previously described pACYCDuet-
Cdc13FLAG plasmid (33) and inserted into pDV1BUK-C2
plasmid (Trialtus Bioscience), to which we fused two Strep-
Tag sequences and a TEV cleavage site by site-directed mu-
tagenesis in the N-terminus. The resultant pDV1BUK-C2-
Strep-Cdc13 plasmid encoded for a Strep-Trx-CL7-SUMO-
TEV-Strep-Cdc13 fusion protein.

Using site-directed mutagenesis and the pDV1BUK-
C2-Strep-Cdc13 as a template we first removed the
Trx-CL7-SUMO coding region and then the correspond-
ing OB-fold domains to generate the pDV1-Strep-Cdc13,
pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB1, pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB2, pDV1-
Strep-Cdc13OB3 and pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB4 which encode
for the Strep-TEV-Strep-Cdc13 (residues 1–753), Strep-
TEV-Strep-OB1 (residues 1–176), Strep-TEV-Strep-OB2
(260–396), Strep-TEV-Strep-OB3 (401–593) and Strep-
TEV-Strep-OB4 (605–753) polypeptides, respectively. The
deletion of the C-terminal region of OB1 (156–176) to
generate pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB1�C-ter was performed using
pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB1 as template. All point mutations
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Figure 1. Purified recombinant C. glabrata Cdc13 forms dimers as well as larger oligomeric species in solution. (A) Schematic diagram of the arrangement
of Cdc13 domains. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of purified Cdc13. * Indicates minor bands corresponding to degradation products. (C) Superose 6 Increase
SEC elution profile of Cdc13. The wide peak in early elution volumes corresponds to multimeric forms of Cdc13. (D) AUC analysis of the major peak of
Cdc13 after SEC showing a mainly dimeric specie.

were again performed by site-directed mutagenesis using
pDV1-Strep-Cdc13OB1�C-ter as template.

Similarly, the pDV1BUK-C2-Strep-Cdc13 plasmid
was modified by site-directed mutagenesis to individ-
ually remove OB folds 1 to 4 and generate the plas-
mids pDV1BUK-C2-Strep-Cdc13OB234, pDV1BUK-C2-
Strep-Cdc13OB134, pDV1BUK-C2-Strep-Cdc13OB124 and
pDV1BUK-C2-Strep-Cdc13OB123. These plasmids en-
code the Strep-Trx-CL7-SUMO-TEV-Strep-Cdc13OB234,
Strep-Trx-CL7-SUMO-TEV-Strep-Cdc13OB134, Strep-Trx-
CL7-SUMO-TEV-Strep-Cdc13OB124 and Strep-Trx-CL7-
SUMO-TEV-Strep-Cdc13OB123 fusion proteins.

We subcloned the Cdc13OB234 ORF into a modified
pCDFDuet, and OB folds 2, 3 and 4 were individu-
ally removed by site-directed mutagenesis to produce the
pCDF-H10-TEV-Cdc13OB23, pCDF-H10-TEV-Cdc13OB24
and pCDF-H10-TEV-Cdc13OB34 vectors which encode for
the H10-TEV-Cdc13OB23, H10-TEV-Cdc13OB24 and H10-
TEV-Cdc13OB34 polypeptides.

The ORFs of C. glabrata full-length Snt1
(A0A0W0D7U7) and Ten1 (UPI000C031EEB) were
amplified from previously described pSMT3-Stn1 and
pGEX6P-Ten1 plasmids respectively (33). The two ORFs
were cloned into a pCDFDuet vector. A 10xHis tag, fol-
lowed by a TEV cleavage site was fused to the N-terminus
of Snt1 by site-directed mutagenesis.

Protein expression and purification

All constructs were expressed in BL21 (DE3) Escherichia
coli cells (NZYTech) grown in ZYM-5052 auto-induction
medium (36). After 5 h of growth at 37◦C and 250 rpm,
temperature was switched to 20◦C and cells were left grow-
ing overnight. Cells spun down at 12 000 g during 10 min at
4◦C, and the pellets were immediately lysed for purification
or stored at −80◦C.

The pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris–
HCl pH 8.0, 50–200 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol) sup-
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plemented with a cocktail of proteases inhibitors (cOm-
plete EDTA-free, Roche), benzonase (2.5 U/ml) (Merck)
and lysozyme (0.1 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were lysed
by sonication and clarified by centrifugation at 50 000 g for
1 h at 4◦C. Supernatants containing soluble proteins were
filtered using through a 0.45 �m filter. The lysate contain-
ing 10xHis-TEV-Stn1-Ten1 was loaded onto a HisTrap HP
affinity column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer A
(50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole).
Elution was performed using a gradient of increasing con-
centrations of imidazole with buffer B (50 mM Tris–HCl pH
8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole). Fractions contain-
ing purified 10xHis-TEV-Stn1-Ten1 were pooled and dia-
lyzed in buffer A while cleaving with TEV protease at 4◦C
overnight. The cleaved sample was applied again onto a His-
Trap HP column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer A.
The flowthrough from the column was collected and loaded
onto a HiTrap HP Q column (GE Healthcare) to remove
nucleic acids. Bound proteins were eluted in a gradient with
increasing concentrations of NaCl using buffer QB (50 mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl).

To purify the Strep-TEV-Strep tag-containing constructs
(Cdc13, OB1, OB2, OB3 and OB4) the corresponding
lysates were loaded onto a Strep-Tactin XT Superflow
High-Capacity Cartridge (IBA biosciences) equilibrated in
Strep buffer A (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl).
Step elution was performed using Strep buffer A supple-
mented with 50 mM biotin. Fractions containing purified
samples were pooled and applied to a HiTrap HP Q col-
umn (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer A and eluted
in a gradient with increasing concentrations of NaCl using
buffer QB. For the mutational analysis of OB1, both the
wild-type OB1 and all mutants were concentrated right af-
ter eluting from the affinity chromatography step described
above.

To purify the constructs containing the Strep-Trx-CL7-
SUMO-TEV-Strep tag (CST, Cdc13OB234, Cdc13OB134,
Cdc13OB124 and Cdc13OB123) we used the same strategy as
described above to purify the Strep-TEV-Strep constructs
with an additional step to remove the tag. Eluates from the
Strep-Tactin column were incubated overnight with TEV
protease and applied to a Im7 4B FPLC Column (Trial-
tus Bioscience). The flowthrough from the column, contain-
ing cleaved samples, was collected and applied on a HiTrap
HP Q column (GE Healthcare) to ensure removal of nu-
cleic acids. In all cases, fractions containing purified sam-
ples were pooled together and immediately used for experi-
ments or snap frozen in liquid N2 and stored at −80◦C.

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)

SEC analyses of the CST, Cdc13 and ST were performed
in a Superose 6 3.2/300 Increase (Cytiva) previously equili-
brated in 50mM Tris pH 8, 50 mM NaCl. The Cdc13OB234,
Cdc13OB134, Cdc13OB124 and Cdc13OB123 constructs were
also analyzed in the same column to compare the forma-
tion of higher-order multimers with Cdc13. For the indi-
vidual OB folds, the analyses were performed in either a
Superdex 75 10/300 Increase GL or a Superdex 200 3.2/300
Increase equilibrated in SEC buffer (25 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150

mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT). The Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24 and
Cdc13OB34 were run on a Superdex 200 3.2/300 Increase col-
umn equilibrated in PBS.

Coexpression and sequential pulldown experiments

The pDV1BUK-C2-Strep-Cdc13OB234 plasmid was co-
transformed in BL21(DE3) cells together with either
the pCDF-H10-TEV-Cdc13OB234, pCDF-H10-TEV-
Cdc13OB23, pCDF-H10-TEV-Cdc13OB24 or pCDF-H10-
TEV-Cdc13OB34, grown and lysed as explained above.
Cleared lysates were incubated with 100 �l of Ni2+-NTA
(Qiagen) resin for 30 min. The resin was washed with
5 × 1 ml wash buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8, 300 mM NaCl,
5% glycerol, 50 mM imidazole) and bound proteins were
eluted with 4 × 100 �l of elution buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8,
300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 500 mM imidazole).

The 400 �l NiNTA elutions were incubated with 50 �l of
StrepTactin XT Superflow resin for 30 min. The resin was
washed with 3 × 1 ml wash buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8, 300
mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 50 mM imidazole) and bound pro-
teins were eluted with 4 × 50 �l of elution buffer (50 mM
Tris pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 50 mM biotin).

Pol �-primase stimulation assays

The assays were performed exactly as described in (11) us-
ing poly-dT template, unlabeled ATP, �-32P-dATP, 2 nM
primase-Pol �, and the indicated concentrations of CST or
ST.

Mass photometry

Purified aliquots of Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24 and Cdc13OB34
were thawed and diluted in filtered PBS to a final concentra-
tion of 30 nM immediately before mass photometry analy-
sis. All the measurements were performed in a final volume
of 20 �l in a Refeyn TwoMP (Refeyn Ltd) calibrated us-
ing BSA, � -globulin and thyroglobulin. Three independent
measurements consisting of 1-min movies (1 frame/s) were
recorded using the AcquireMP software (Refeyn Ltd) for
each protein construct. Analysis of each independent repli-
cate was performed using the DiscoverMP software (Refeyn
Ltd).

Size-exclusion chromatography coupled to light scattering
(SEC-MALS)

Aliquots of purified OB2 at 0.65 mg/ml and OB4 at 0.3
mg/ml were thawed immediately before SEC-MALS exper-
iments. Both proteins were incubated together in a 1:1 mo-
lar ratio for 1 h before the analysis of their interaction. 500
�l of purified protein was fractionated on a Superdex 75
10/300 Increase GL column equilibrated in SEC buffer (25
mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT) using an
AKTA purifier (GE-Healthcare). The eluted samples were
characterized by in-line measurement of the refractive in-
dex and multi-angle light scattering using Optilab T-rEX
and DAWN 8 + instruments, respectively (Wyatt Technol-
ogy). Data were analyzed with the ASTRA 6 software and
plotted using GraphPad Prism 9.
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Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC)

Protein samples in PBS or 50 mM Tris–HCl pH8.5, 50 mM
NaCl and 1 mM EDTA were loaded (320 �l) into 12 mm
Epon-charcoal standard double-sector centerpieces and
centrifuged in a XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman-
Coulter Inc.) equipped with UV-VIS absorbance detec-
tion system, using an An-50Ti rotor. Sedimentation veloc-
ity assays were performed at 48 000 rpm (167 700 g), or
35 000 rpm (89 200 g) for the CST fractions, and sedi-
mentation profiles were recorded by absorbance at 280 or
235 nm, depending on protein concentration. Differential
sedimentation coefficient distributions were calculated by
least-squares boundary modelling of sedimentation velocity
data using the continuous distribution c(s) Lamm equation
model as implemented by SEDFIT (37). When necessary,
optimization of frictional ratio values was achieved using
the continuous c(s) bi-modal f/f0 Lamm equation model in
SEDFIT. These experimental values were corrected to stan-
dard conditions using the program SEDNTERP (38) to get
the corresponding standard s values (s20,w). To estimate
the Mw of the proteins and complexes, the partial specific
volume was calculated from their amino acid sequence by
SEDNTERP (38).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

The DNA substrates (Integrated DNA Technologies) (Sup-
plementary Table S1) were resuspended in binding buffer
(50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glyc-
erol) and incubated with and without the different purified
proteins at the indicated concentrations in a final volume
of 10 �l. After gentle mixing, samples were incubated for
30 min at 4◦C and then loaded onto a 0.4× TBE, 0.7%
agarose gel. Electrophoresis was carried out in 0.4× TBE
at 100 V and 4◦C for 90 min. Finally, the gel was either
stained with GelRed (Biotium), washed in 0.4× TBE and
imaged with UV illumination or directly imaged in a Ty-
phoon Variable Mode Imager (Amersham Biosciences) us-
ing a 480-nm laser and recording the emission at 520 nm for
the 6FAM-labeled substrates. Gels were then stained with
Quick Coomassie Stain (Protein Ark) for visualization of
protein bands.

Fluorescence polarization binding analysis

Binding reactions were set in independent wells of 384-
well black plates (Corning Inc., Cat#4511). Cdc13OB234,
Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB34 and OB3 at concentrations ranging
from 5 to 0.3 nM were incubated in the dark with 5 nM
of 6FAM-labelled 48-mer CgTelo ssDNA substrates for 30
min at 25◦C in a final volume of 10 �l. Both DNA and pro-
teins were diluted in 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7, 50 mM KCl.
Fluorescence polarization was measured using a ClarioStar
Plus reader (BMG Labtech). Kd values were calculated by
non-linear least square fitting of the experimental data to
the following equation,

Y = Bmax ∗ X
Kd + X

where Y is the average (n = 3) of the normalized fluorescence
polarization, Bmax is the maximum polarization observed
and X is the protein concentration using Prism9 (Graph-
Pad).

DNA substrate production for magnetic tweezers experiments

We first produced a plasmid named as 56F.pNLrep-
Glabrata telomerex10 that contains 10 copies of the telom-
eric sequence of C. glabrata (TGTGGGGTCTGGGTGC)
separated by BbvCI restriction sites as follows. We annealed
two 5′-phosphorylated oligonucleotides (see Supplemen-
tary Table S1) containing two copies of the telomeric se-
quence of C. glabrata. The oligonucleotides were annealed
by heating at 95◦C for 5 min and cooling down to 20◦C at a
−1◦C min−1 rate in hybridization buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl
pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 200 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl2).
Oligonucleotides were designed to create a BbvCI restric-
tion site at both ends after hybridization. The pNLrep plas-
mid (kindly gifted by Prof. Dr Ralf Seidel) was digested with
BbvCI (NEB), purified (QIAGEN) and ligated with this
pair of hybridized oligonucleotides rendering a collection
of plasmids with different number of copies of the telom-
eric sequence of C. glabrata.

Plasmids were cloned in DH5� Competent cells (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and putative positive colonies with differ-
ent number of copies of the telomeric sequence selected by
colony PCR. Plasmids were purified from cultures using QI-
Aprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN), analyzed by restric-
tion digestion, and checked by DNA sequence analysis.

A ssDNA substrate for magnetic tweezers experiments
was prepared as follows (39). First, a dsDNA 5326 bp
DNA fragment (see Supplementary Table S2 for sequence)
was produced by PCR using as a template the plasmid
56F.pNLrep-Glabrata telomerex10 described above, and
primers 192.F 93 glabrata and 193.R 93 biotin that was 5′
biotinylated (see Supplementary Table S1 for sequences).
After purification (QIAGEN), the non-biotinylated end of
the PCR fragment was digested with NotI (NEB) and gel
purified (QIAGEN). The NotI end was further ligated to
a digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled dsDNA fragment, used for
immobilization of the DNA molecules. The DIG-labelled
handle was prepared by PCR (see Supplementary Table
S1 for sequences) including 200 �M final concentration of
each dNTP (G,C,T,A) and 10 �M Dig-11-dUTP (all from
Roche) using plasmid pSP73-JY0 (40) as template, followed
by restriction digestion with NotI. Sample was ready to
produce ssDNA (see below) without further purification.
DNAs were never exposed to intercalating dyes or UV ra-
diation during their production and were stored at 4◦C.

To produce ssDNA molecules for MT experiments we
followed the protocol described in (39) with some modifi-
cations. In brief, the dsDNA construct with a single biotin
in one end and a DIG-labelled handle was incubated with
superparamagnetic 2.8 �m streptavidin-coated beads (Dyn-
abeads, Myone Streptavidin, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for
10 min at room temperature. Then, dsDNA molecules were
denatured by addition of 20 �l 0.1 M NaOH (1% BSA)
for 15 min at room temperature, producing a biotinylated
single DNA strand bound to the magnetic beads that was
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separated from the non-biotinylated complementary strand
with an external magnet. Note that because the DIG han-
dle contains labelled nucleotides in both strands, the strand
bound to the beads will also contain a tail of multiple DIGs.
The pellet of beads bound to ssDNA was washed with 20
�l 0.1 M NaOH (1% BSA) to remove remaining free ss-
DNA strands, and the supernatant discarded again. Mag-
netic beads were re-suspended in PBS (2% BSA), and de-
posited in a double PARAFILM (Sigma)-layer flow cell
with one cover glass functionalized with anti-DIG antibod-
ies and passivated with PBS (2% BSA). After the adsorp-
tion of the beads, we applied a force of 10 pN to remove the
non-attached beads and washed with buffer (20 mM Tris–
HCl pH 7.5, 30 mM NaCl and 4 mM MgCl2) to clean the
fluidic chamber. Tethers of ssDNA with the proper DNA
extension at high force were selected for the experiments.

Magnetic tweezers experiments

MT assays were performed using a custom-built MT setup
similar to a system previously described (41–44). Briefly, op-
tical images of micrometer-sized superparamagnetic beads
tethered to a glass surface by DNA constructs were ac-
quired using a 100× oil-immersion objective and a CCD
camera. Real-time image video-microscopy analysis deter-
mined the spatial coordinates of the beads with nm accu-
racy in the x, y and z directions (41) and a pair of magnets
located above the sample allowed the application of stretch-
ing forces to the bead-DNA system. Applied forces were
quantified from the Brownian excursions of the bead and
the extension of the DNA tether (44). Data were acquired
at 120 Hz to minimize sampling artefacts in force determi-
nation. We used vertically aligned magnets coupled to an
iron holder to achieve a force of up to 37 pN.

Time courses were obtained by recording the extension
of the tether at 4 pN force while 100 nM of Cdc13 in buffer
(20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 30 mM NaCl and 4 mM MgCl2
and 1 mM DTT) was injected into the fluid chamber. An
increase in the tether extension by Cdc13 was measured
maintaining the force constant until the extension reached a
stable maximum plateau. Then, 200 nM of single-stranded
DNA molecules containing three copies of the C. glabrata
telomeric sequence (TGTGGGGT CTGGGTGC) (that we
name as CgTelo), or Poly-T ssDNA of the same length were
added (see Supplementary Table S1 for sequences used in
this work). Changes in tether extension induced by both
oligonucleotides were measured using a time window of 40
s in multiple molecules to obtain a mean value for each. All
the experiments were carried out at 25◦C.

Force-extension data were obtained by measuring the ex-
tension of tethers at decreasing forces from 32 to 0.1 pN for
a total measuring time of ∼3 min. Force-extension curves
were measured on naked ssDNA first. Then, the experi-
ment was repeated on the same molecule at different pro-
tein concentrations of full-length Cdc13, individual OB do-
mains or chimeric Cdc13 constructs. This method allowed
us to obtain force-extension curves in the absence and pres-
ence of protein for each tethered DNA molecule. All the
experiments were carried out at 25◦C. Data from both time-
courses and force-extension curves were analyzed and plot-
ted using Origin Software.

Telomere length analysis

C. glabrata expression plasmids harboring full-length
Cdc13 or the Cdc13OB234 fragment were constructed
by inserting the corresponding fragments (derived from
pCDFDuet-H10-TEV-Cdc13 and pCDFDuet-H10-TEV-
Cdc13OB234) in between EcoRI and SalI sites of the pCN-
PDC1 vector (45) which contains the strong PDC1 pro-
moter. The plasmids were transformed into strain BG14
and the transformants selected on YPD supplemented with
50 �g/ml nourseothricin (45).

The transformants were re-streaked once and the result-
ing colonies used to inoculate liquid cultures. After growth
overnight, the cells were harvested and subjected to chro-
mosomal DNA preparations. Southern blot analysis of
telomere restriction fragments (TRF Southern) was per-
formed using DNAs treated with EcoRI alone or the com-
bination of EcoRI, MseI, and AluI as previously described
(46). The blots were hybridized to an oligonucleotide probe
carrying 3 copies of the C. glabrata telomere repeat unit
(CgTELCx3: [GCACCCAGACCCCACA]3) and analyzed
using a PhosphorImager scanner and ImageQuant soft-
ware. Average telomere lengths for individual TRF clusters
were estimated using a previously reported method (47).

Structure prediction and analysis

The structures of OB1 were predicted using the localcolab-
fold implementation of the AlphaFold2 (AF2) algorithm
(48–50). Structural alignments and figure preparation were
carried out in ChimeraX (51).

Sequence alignment analysis

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was carried out in
Clustal Omega with default parameters (52) using Cdc13
orthologs of C. glabrata Cdc13 identified by BLAST (53).
The representation of residue conservation and the align-
ment of the secondary structures of S. cerevisiae OB1 (PDB:
3WNS) and C. glabrata OB1 (AF2 prediction) to the MSA
was performed in the ESPript server (54).

RESULTS

Cdc13 assembles as a dimer and larger oligomeric complexes

C. glabrata Cdc13 (Cdc13 hereafter) comprises four OB-
fold domains and a small RD domain situated between
OB1 and OB2 implicated in the recruitment of telomerase
(Figure 1A) (7,55). We cloned Cdc13 containing a TEV-
cleavable StrepTrxCL7SUMO or a modified TwinStrep tag
fused to the N-terminus for expression in Escherichia coli
and affinity purification. The protein was then purified
using affinity chromatography followed by an anion ex-
change chromatography step to remove non-specifically
bound DNA (Figure 1B). In addition to full-length Cdc13,
the purified fraction contained minor degradation prod-
ucts of Cdc13 as determined by mass spectrometry. It has
been shown before that Cdc13 enhances the activity of the
primase-Pol-� complex when part of the CST complex (11),
and we used this property to verify the activity of the re-
combinantly expressed Cdc13 complex. Stn1 and Ten1 were
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co-expressed in E. coli BL21 cells and the Stn1-Ten1 com-
plex (ST hereafter) was purified using an N-terminal 10xHis
tag in Stn1 that was later removed using the TEV protease
(Supplementary Figure S1A). Stn1-Ten1 eluted as a sta-
ble, monodisperse complex in SEC (Supplementary Figure
S1B) with an apparent molecular weight (MW) consistent
with a 1:1 stoichiometry. We also co-expressed Cdc13 to-
gether with Stn1 and Ten1 and the resulting CST complex
was purified as described for Cdc13 (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1A). Cdc13 stimulated the synthesis of RNA-DNA
chimera products (from the combined primase and DNA
polymerase activity) and displayed a stronger stimulatory
effect than Stn1-Ten1 alone (Supplementary Figure S1C,
D). This showed that Cdc13 could interact with Stn1-Ten1
and displays functional properties of the Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1
complex, suggesting that the way we produce recombinant
Cdc13 preserves at least some of its functionality.

Purified Cdc13 consistently eluted as a major sharp peak
at 1.6 ml preceded by a broad peak consistent with high
MW species when subjected to size exclusion chromatogra-
phy (SEC) on a Superose 6 Increase column (Figure 1C).
AUC analysis of Cdc13 through the continuous c(s) bi-
modal f/f0 Lamm equation model showed that the most
abundant peak at 6.3S was compatible with a moderately
elongated dimer of Cdc13 (see Materials and Methods sec-
tion for details) (Figure 1D). There were additional peaks
that corresponded to molecular species with discreet and
incrementally higher sedimentation coefficients (9.6S, 12.4S
and 16.4S). This, together with the SEC experiment, indi-
cated that Cdc13 forms not only dimers, but also larger
complexes likely formed by the association of 2, 3 and po-
tentially several units of the Cdc13 dimer. These obser-
vations reflect the ability of Cdc13 to interact with other
Cdc13 molecules to form larger complexes when bound to
ssDNA. Whether this is a bona-fide activity, as suggested
for S. cerevisiae Cdc13 (24,30,34), or a consequence of the
recombinant overexpression of the protein is something we
cannot fully determine with our experiments (see experi-
ments and discussions below).

Interestingly, the CST complex also eluted as a broad
peak in SEC (Supplementary Figure S1B). Several frac-
tions derived from the SEC experiment were then subjected
to AUC, revealing a mix of oligomeric species arranged in
peaks of increasing sedimentation coefficient (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1E). These results suggested that Cdc13 can as-
semble larger oligomeric species also when complexed with
Stn1-Ten1.

Only the OB2 domain behaves as a monodisperse and stable
dimer in isolation

We sought to dissect the mechanisms driving Cdc13
oligomerization in C. glabrata. For this, we first analyzed
the ability of each OB-fold domain in Cdc13 to homo- or
hetero-oligomerize. The four individual OB-fold domains
were expressed and affinity purified using an N-terminal
TwinStrep tag fused for affinity purification (see Methods
for details) (Figure 2A). Note that the SDS-PAGE of puri-
fied OB4 showed a high MW band that was an aggregation
artefact of mixing the protein with standard loading buffer
(Figure 2A, indicated with *), since the same sample gen-
erated only one band when urea was included in the load-

ing buffer. The oligomeric state of each individual OB-fold
domain was determined by SEC in a Superdex 75 column
(Figure 2B), MALS and AUC (Supplementary Figure S2).
OB3 and OB4 behaved as monomers in SEC, whereas OB2
eluted as a dimer (Figure 2B), and these results were con-
firmed by SEC-MALS and AUC analysis (Figure 2C, Sup-
plementary Figure S2A). The SEC elution profile of OB1
showed three different peaks (Figure 2B), corresponding to
monomers and dimers but also larger species (see next sec-
tion).

We also analyzed all possible pairwise interactions be-
tween the OB domains by AUC to gain further insights into
their role in the oligomerization of Cdc13. Only the OB2
and OB4 domains formed a complex in our experimental
conditions as assayed by SEC and AUC (Supplementary
Figure S2). These results indicate that OB2 and OB4 can
interact with each other.

OB1 domain mediates high-order multimerization of Cdc13

In contrast to the well-defined peaks obtained for OB-fold
domains 2, 3 and 4 in SEC, Cdc13 OB1 domain resulted
in 3 peaks in a Superdex 75 column (∼70–3 kDa resolu-
tion range), indicating the presence of several oligomeric
states (Figure 2B). We injected the same sample in a Su-
perdex 200 column, which resolves species between ∼600
and ∼10 kDa. This analysis revealed three monodisperse
peaks as well as a broad high-MW peak (Figure 2D). All
these peaks contain homogeneous OB1 as judged by SDS-
PAGE (Figure 2E). AUC of OB1 confirmed it forms several
species with increasingly higher MW (Figure 2C). Our re-
sults underscore the ability of OB1 to multimerize and form
species with a greater number of subunits.

The OB1’s propensity to self-associate suggested that
this domain could be responsible for the formation of the
larger oligomeric species that we observed for Cdc13 (Fig-
ure 1C). To test this idea, we prepared four constructs,
each of which lacks one individual OB-fold domain (Fig-
ure 3A). Curiously, whereas Cdc13OB234 was purified as a
single band in SDS-PAGE (Figure 3B), all other constructs
containing OB1 were difficult to express and produced with
a high degree of purity, and they contained a 17 kDa
contaminant identified as the E. coli protein AccB. Still,
the non-truncated versions of Cdc13OB134, Cdc13OB124 and
Cdc3OB123 are the more abundant species in these prepara-
tions, and the presence of AccB does not likely interfere in
our subsequent experiments.

The three constructs containing the OB1 domain,
Cdc13OB134, Cdc13OB124 and Cdc3OB123, form high-order
species detected as a broad high MW peak in a Super-
ose 6 SEC column (Figure 3C). This behavior is similar
to that observed for full-length Cdc13, and it can be ex-
plained by the propensity of OB1 to oligomerize. In con-
trast, the elution profile of Cdc13OB234 showed a monodis-
perse peak in SEC (Figure 3C) and 5.3S in AUC with an
estimated MW of 110 kDa (Figure 3D). This is consistent
with Cdc13OB234 forming a homodimer in solution, given
the predicted MW of 57 kDa for a Cdc13OB234 monomer.
These results strongly support that the minimum structural
unit of Cdc13 in C. glabrata is a dimer that does not re-
quire OB1 for homodimerization, and that can associate
into higher-order structures through OB1.
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D E

B

Figure 2. Oligomerization of isolated OB-fold domains in C. glabrata Cdc13. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of the purification of each OB-fold domain. *
Indicates a high MW band observed in the purified OB4 which is an artifact caused by mixing the protein with SDS-PAGE loading buffer, as the same
sample results in only one band of the expected mobility when mixed with urea. (B) Superdex 75 Increase SEC profiles of individually purified OB-fold
domains. (C) AUC analysis of individual OB folds. (D) SEC analysis of OB1 in a Superdex 200 3.2/300 column; dotted line indicates the fractions analyzed
by SDS-PAGE in panel E. (E) SDS-PAGE analysis of all major peaks from OB1 SEC in panel ‘D’, demonstrating compositional homogeneity.
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D

Figure 3. C. glabrata Cdc13 is a dimer in solution after removal of OB1. (A) Schematic diagram of Cdc13 deletion constructs used. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis
of the purification of each Cdc13 deletion construct. (C) Superose 6 Increase SEC profile of Cdc13 deletion constructs. (D) Sedimentation coefficient
distribution c(s) profiles of Cdc13OB234 showing its dimerization in solution.

Over-expression of Cdc13 lacking OB1 induces telomere
shortening in C.glabrata

In S. cerevisiae, the formation of OB1 domain dimers was
shown to regulate telomeric length (24). Our biochemical
analyses suggest that the OB1 domain of C. glabrata Cdc13
may regulate its oligomerization state. Thus, we asked if the
OB1 domain of C. glabrata plays a role in telomere regu-
lation, too. We assessed the effect of over-expressing either
full-length Cdc13 or Cdc13OB234 on telomere lengths in vivo.
Telomere terminal restriction fragments were generated us-
ing either EcoRI alone or EcoRI in combination with MseI
and AluI (Figure 4A and B, respectively), and the resulting
patterns were similar to those in a previous study (46). No-
tably, while there were clonal variations, the overexpression
of Cdc13 had minimal effects on the lengths of the great ma-
jority of telomere restriction fragments when compared to
the parental clones and the ones carrying the empty pCN-
PDC1 vector. In contrast, the overexpression of Cdc13OB234
caused a moderate shortening of telomeres (∼100–150 bp),
which were most evident in the case of short telomere clus-
ters (TRF-a, b, c and d) (Figure 4A, B). This observation is
consistent with a previous analysis of ScCdc13, which sug-
gests that disrupting OB1 dimerization can cause a modest
reduction in telomere lengths (10).

Mapping OB1 oligomerization interfaces

We then searched for regions responsible for OB1 oligomer-
ization. For this, we performed a systematic mutational
analysis to disrupt OB1 oligomerization. A structural pre-
diction of the OB1 domain performed using AF2 (50) re-
vealed a canonical OB domain predicted with high con-

fidence but that contains an apparently disordered C-
terminal tail, whose structure cannot be well predicted (Fig-
ure 4C, Supplementary Figure S3A, B). This tail is also
present and conserved in other Cdc13 orthologs (Supple-
mentary Figure S3C). We first expressed and produced
a truncated version of OB1 (OB1�C-ter) without the C-
terminal tail (residues 156 to 176) (Figure 1A). Then, we
compared its oligomerization state with full-length OB1 us-
ing AUC. AUC identified several oligomeric species for OB1
(Figure 4D). Around 72% of OB1 was a monomer, followed
by a mix of dimers and other relatively larger oligomeric
species (Figure 4D), in agreement with the SEC experiment
(Figure 2D). Interestingly, whereas OB1�C-ter can still form
some oligomers, removal of the C-terminal tail significantly
reduced the formation of larger species (Figure 4D), sug-
gesting this region is in part responsible for the tendency of
OB1 to form higher-order species.

We then searched for possible mutants that could fur-
ther disrupt oligomerization of OB1�C-ter. Mutants were
designed based on oligomerization interfaces found in the
crystal structure of OB1 dimers from S. cerevisiae (PDB
3NWS) (24) as well as interactions suggested by AF-
multimer (49). After an intensive mutagenesis analysis,
we identified several mutants that completely abrogated
oligomerization, behaving as 100% monomeric in AUC ex-
periments (Table 1). These included R41A, E46A, F88A
and K96A (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure S3D). Mu-
tations in other residues, such as Q39A, A40W and D94A,
also reduced the number of oligomeric species in OB1�C-ter,
although not completely. Most of these mutants mapped
at the regions homologous to the �B helix and �5 strand
in S. cerevisiae’s OB1, which have been reported to drive
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C D

Figure 4. Functional and mutational analysis of C. glabrata OB1 domain. (A) Southern blot analysis of telomere restriction fragments (TRF) of clones
carrying the pCN-PDC1 overexpression vector either empty or containing Cdc13 or Cdc13OB234. Chromosomal DNAs were prepared from individual
C. glabrata clones. The DNAs were digested with EcoRI to release the TRFs and probed with oligos containing three tandem repeats of the C. glabrata
telomeric sequence. (B) Same as A except that DNAs were digested with a combination of EcoRI, MseI, and AluI. (C) Predicted structure of the OB1
domain from C. glabrata using AF2 (50). Residues mutated are mapped and to the structure. (D) AUC analysis of OB1 and OB1�C-ter oligomerization.

dimerization (24) (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure S3C).
This suggests that this is one of the regions used by OB1 to
oligomerize in C. glabrata.

Taken together, these results show that OB1 can assemble
dimers and larger oligomers using interfaces located at the
C-terminal tail of OB1 (residues 156 to 176) and at other
interaction surfaces in homologous OB-fold domains.

The OB2 domain mediates dimerization of Cdc13

Our experiments show that C. glabrata Cdc13 is a dimer and
that when analyzing individual OB-fold domains, only OB2
can assemble into monodisperse and stable dimers. There-
fore, we performed additional experiments to determine
whether OB2 dimerization is solely responsible for Cdc13
dimerization or other domains also contribute. For this,
we generated constructs expressing all three possible com-
binations of OB pairs but excluding OB1 (i.e. Cdc13OB23,
Cdc13OB24 and Cdc13OB34) to avoid the multimerization
that hampers analysis of the oligomerization states (Figure

5A). A GGSS sequence was introduced between OB2 and
OB4 as a flexible linker in Cdc13OB24. These constructs were
expressed with an N-terminal TEV-cleavable 10xHis tag
for affinity purification (Figure 5B). SEC, AUC and mass
photometry experiments showed that constructs containing
OB2 (Cdc13OB23 and Cdc13OB24) behaved as dimers (Figure
5C, Supplementary Figure S4). In contrast, Cdc13OB34 was
mainly monomeric. This, together with the ability of OB2 to
dimerize on its own (Figure 2), further reinforced the role of
OB2 as the main driving force for Cdc13 dimerization.

To assess a potential role for OB4 in dimerization––as
previously suggested in the literature (22)––we also ana-
lyzed if Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24 and Cdc13OB34 were able to
efficiently dimerize with Cdc13OB234, a construct of Cdc13
where we removed OB1 and the RD domain to prevent
high-order multimerization. For this, Cdc13OB234 fused to
an N-terminal StrepTrxCL7SUMO tag was co-expressed
with 10xHis tagged versions of either Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24
or Cdc13OB34 in E. coli. Formation of heterodimers was
probed by sequential Ni-NTA and StrepTactin affinity
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Table 1. Mutational analyses of OB1

Most abundant species (sedimentation coefficient, relative abundance)

1 2 3 4 5

OB1 1.48S (72%) 2.75S (4%) 4.26S (3%) 6.3S (4.5%) 8.75S (2%)
OB1�C-ter 1.46S (95%) 2.6% (4%) 4.26% (1%) - -
OB1�C-ter + Q39A 1.5S (95.8%) 2.6S (3.1%9) 4.4S (1.1%) - -
OB1�C-ter + A40W 1.5S (97.9%) 2.8S (2.1%) - - -
OB1�C-ter + R41A 1.5S (100%) - - - -
OB1�C-ter + E46A 1.5S (100%) - - - -
OB1�C-ter + F88A 1.5S (100%) - - - -
OB1�C-ter + K96A 1.4S (100%) - - - -
OB1�C-ter + Q39A + A40W 1.5S (97.8%) 3.1S (2.2%) - - -
OB1�C-ter + A40W + D94A 1.5S (97%) 2.8S (3%) - - -

Table summarizing the oligomerization state of several mutations performed on OB1�C-ter identified by AUC.

A B C

D E

Figure 5. OB2 is the only domain strictly required for dimerization of C. glabrata Cdc13. (A) Schematic diagram of the Cdc13 double deletion constructs
used. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the purification of each Cdc13 double deletion construct. (C) Superdex 200 Increase SEC profile of Cdc13 double deletion
constructs. The diagrams indicate the elution peaks of dimers and monomers. (D) Diagram summarizing the double pulldown experiment whose results
are shown in ‘E’. TwinStrep-tagged Cdc13OB234 and 10xHis-tagged Cdc13 double deletion constructs were co-expressed in E. coli. After lysis, His-tagged
Cdc13 double deletion constructs were pulled down by Ni2+-NTA affinity chromatography. From this pool, complexes also containing TwinStrep-tagged
Cdc13OB234 were pulled down, obtaining only complexes containing both tags. (E) SDS-PAGE analysis of the eluates from the double pulldown described
in panel D for coexpressions of Cdc13OB234 and each of the Cdc13 double deletion constructs. Only Cdc13OB34 fails to interact with Cdc13OB234.

chromatography (Figure 5D). Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24 were
able to pull down Cdc13OB234 whilst Cdc13OB34 was not
(Figure 5E). Therefore, neither two OB4 domains or one
OB2 together with two OB4s are able to drive dimerization.
These results indicate that C. glabrata Cdc13 forms dimers
requiring only the contribution of one OB2 domain from
each of the monomers. We cannot rule out that OB1 also
dimerizes in the context of the Cdc13 dimer, but clearly the
OB2 domain is sufficient for dimerization.

Cdc13 unfolds secondary structure in C.glabrata telomeric
repeats

How Cdc13 binds telomeric DNA, how Cdc13 affects
the structure of telomeric DNA, and the contribution of
each domain and oligomerization to DNA binding are still
poorly characterized. Therefore, we sought to investigate
how each individual OB-fold domain and the oligomeriza-
tion of Cdc13 in C. glabrata affect its DNA binding activity.
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First, we investigated the binding of Cdc13 to ssDNA using
magnetic tweezers (MT) (56,57). This set-up monitors the
extension of individual DNA tethers subjected to a force ap-
plied by a pair of magnets. Duplex DNA molecules contain-
ing 10 copies of C. glabrata telomeric repeats and labeled on
one end with a single biotin and with a multi-labelled digox-
igenin handle on the other end were prepared as described in
methods. Duplex DNA molecules were then denatured and
the biotinylated strand immobilized between a glass surface
and super-paramagnetic streptavidin-coated beads (Supple-
mentary Figure S5A). ssDNA molecules were easily identi-
fied because at 4 pN, ssDNA folds into secondary structures
resulting in a compacted form with an extension of ∼0.4
�m, much lower than the extension of duplex dsDNA (Sup-
plementary Figure S5B). Using MT, we measured the ex-
tension of ssDNA tethers following injection of full-length
Cdc13 and different Cdc13 truncation variants (Figure 6A).
Upon injection of 100 nM full-length Cdc13, the extension
gradually increased up to ∼1 �m (Figure 6B, i). We inter-
preted this result as the unfolding of secondary structures
by the binding of Cdc13, as a similar effect was observed
using other ssDNA binding proteins (41,58). Importantly,
the extended state remained unaltered upon further injec-
tion of only buffer after Cdc13 binding, suggesting a stable
protein–DNA interaction (Figure 6B, i). To confirm that
this unfolding effect was caused by the binding of Cdc13
to the DNA, we injected oligonucleotides containing three
repeats of C. glabrata’s telomeric sequence (CgTelo, corre-
sponding to a 48mer) to compete for the protein bound
to the DNA and monitored the extension of the DNA
molecule. Indeed, the addition of CgTelo to the extended
CgCdc13–ssDNA complex induced a fast and marked re-
duction of the DNA extension (Figure 6B, ii). In contrast,
addition of an oligonucleotide containing a polyT sequence
of the same length (polyT) produced a smaller and more
gradual reduction in the extension of the DNA (Figure 6B,
iii). Quantification of the relative decrease of the extension
of the DNA molecule showed that while the polyT oligonu-
cleotide produced a 10% decrease, the decrease was roughly
50% in the case of the CgTelo oligo within a 60 s time period
(Figure 6C). These results showed that Cdc13 binds specif-
ically to C. glabrata telomeric repeats, and this binding re-
sults in the unfolding of the secondary structures present
in ssDNA.

All domains in Cdc13 are involved in DNA binding and un-
folding activity

Next, we compared the binding properties of individual
OB domains and Cdc13 constructs by performing force-
extension experiments. In these experiments, we mechani-
cally unfolded ssDNA molecules, exposed them to differ-
ent proteins, and monitored the extension while reducing
the force to 0.1 pN. Consistent with our previous result, the
binding of Cdc13 to ssDNA prevented ssDNA refolding,
resulting in increased extensions of ssDNA tethers (com-
pare bare ssDNA and Cdc13 in Figure 7A). Extensions of
bare ssDNA and Cdc13-ssDNA equaled at around 10 pN
indicating that at this force the Cdc13 nucleoprotein fila-
ment was fully extended. We then investigated the binding
of each individual OB domain to C. glabrata telomeric se-

quences. In sharp contrast to full-length Cdc13, none of the
isolated OB-fold domains significantly affected the exten-
sion of DNA when compared to the bare ssDNA (Figure
7A). We thus tested if any of these individual OB-fold do-
mains could bind to DNA in electrophoretic mobility shift
assays (EMSAs). Only OB3 was able to bind to CgTelo (Fig-
ure 7B, Supplementary Figure S6A). This result was consis-
tent with the findings in the yeast S. cerevisiae and K. lactis,
both of which use Cdc13 OB3 to bind ssDNA (32,59,60).
The C. glabrata OB3 did not bind to an unstructured polyT
oligonucleotide, but we detected some binding to a 48mer
substrate containing 8 repeats of the human telomeric se-
quence (5′- TTAGGG -3′) (HsTelo); this binding was sig-
nificantly weaker than the binding to CgTelo (Figure 7B).
Together, these results indicate that although OB3 is capa-
ble of binding to ssDNA, this domain on its own is not suf-
ficient to prevent the formation of secondary structures in
telomeric single-stranded DNA.

Our results raised the possibility that several domains of
Cdc13 and/or Cdc13 oligomerization could contribute to
the properties of Cdc13 in DNA binding. To explore this
hypothesis, we first tested the effect of Cdc13 dimerization
in DNA binding using EMSA experiments (Figure 7C, Sup-
plementary Figure S6B). Interestingly, we found significant
differences between constructs that contained OB3 but with
or without OB2. Cdc13OB234 binds to ssDNA as well as full-
length Cdc13, and both constructs showed a preference for
C. glabrata telomeric repeats. Under the conditions tested,
Cdc13OB134, a construct that lacks only OB2, showed signif-
icantly less binding to DNA than Cdc13 or Cdc13OB234, in-
dicating that OB2, the main domain responsible for Cdc13
dimerization, is important for optimal DNA binding (Fig-
ure 7C). These experiments showed that under the condi-
tions of EMSA experiments, the presence of OB1 (a domain
that oligomerizes on its own) in Cdc13OB134 is insufficient to
substitute the effect of OB2 in DNA binding. DNA bind-
ing was also affected by removal of OB4 in Cdc13OB123. To
corroborate the EMSA results, we examined the activities
of Cdc13 truncation variants using fluorescence polariza-
tion binding assays. Using 6FAM labelled CgTelo (6FAM-
CgTelo) (Supplementary Table S1) as binding substrate, we
estimated the Kd of Cdc13OB234, Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB34 and
OB3 to be around 13, 29, 299 and 488 nM, respectively
(Figure 7D), demonstrating that the presence of OB2 sig-
nificantly enhanced the binding of OB3 to ssDNA, whereas
the presence of OB4 improved binding only slightly. These
results suggest that Cdc13 dimerization through OB2 is im-
portant to promote binding to telomeric sequences and that
OB4 contributes more modestly to DNA binding. Since
OB4 and OB2 form a complex when incubated together
(Supplementary Figure S2), it is possible that the interac-
tion between OB2 and OB4 could also contribute to facil-
itate OB3 binding to ssDNA and/or maintain the dimeric
state.

We then performed force-extension experiments with
Cdc13 constructs lacking OB2, the OB-fold domain re-
sponsible for dimerization, or OB1, possibly responsible
for multimerization (Figure 7E). Control experiments using
the Cdc13OB124 construct showed extensions comparable to
those of bare ssDNA, demonstrating that the observed ef-
fects of proteins on DNA extensions were dependent on the
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Figure 6. Single-molecule magnetic tweezers experiments to study C. glabrata Cdc13 interactions with telomeric sequences. (A) Cartoon of the experiment
to study Cdc13-ssDNA interactions in magnetic tweezers. (B) MT time courses show the increase of extension of ssDNA held at 4 pN upon injection of
100 nM Cdc13, consistent with the unfolding of ssDNA secondary structures. Cdc13 bound to ssDNA is not displaced by the injection of plain buffer (i).
A remarkable reduction of DNA extension is observed upon injection of 200 nM specific C. glabrata telomeric oligonucleotide (ii). A mild displacement of
Cdc13 bound to ssDNA is observed upon injection of 200 nM poly-T oligonucleotide (iii). (C) Quantification of ‘B’, as extension decrease upon injection
of buffer (n = 9), PolyT oligonucleotide (n = 10), and CgTelo oligonucleotide (n = 15).

DNA-binding activity of OB3 (Figure 7E). Cdc13 without
OB1 or OB2 (Cdc13OB234, Cdc13OB134, see Figure 3) can
still prevent the refolding of ssDNA but not to the same ex-
tent as full-length Cdc13 (Figure 7E). Curiously, removal
of OB4 (Cdc13OB123) also affected this refolding activity.
Given that OB4 interacts with OB2, and that OB4 con-
tributes to DNA binding in EMSA and fluorescence polar-
ization experiments, we interpreted this as indication of a
structural role for this domain that contributes to Cdc13
dimerization or DNA binding. We also performed force-
extension experiments using constructs containing only
two OB-fold domains, including Cdc13OB23, Cdc13OB24 and
Cdc13OB34 (Figure 7F). As expected, Cdc13OB24, which
lacks OB3, had no effect on DNA. On the other hand,
Cdc13OB23 and Cdc13OB34, which lack OB1, similarly pre-
vented the refolding of ssDNA but not to the extent of full-
length Cdc13 (Figure 7F).

Therefore, although OB3 is the only domain that binds to
telomeric sequences by itself, OB2 and OB4 promote bind-
ing, suggesting that dimerization and/or the interaction of
OB2 and OB4 places OB3 in a more active conformation

to bind ssDNA. Cdc13 unfolds the structure of ssDNA and
once bound, it prevents its refolding. The OB1 domain in
Cdc13 also contributes to maintaining the unfolded struc-
ture of ssDNA, suggesting that every domain in Cdc13 is
needed to alter the structure of DNA.

Discussion

CST, a central player in telomere homeostasis present
in a wide range of organisms, is formed by three pro-
teins, CTC1 (in mammals)/Cdc13 (in yeast), STN1/Stn1
and TEN1/Ten1 (4,6,61,62). Whereas STN1/Stn1 and
TEN1/Ten1 are highly conserved from yeast to humans,
Cdc13 does not resemble its mammalian counterpart CTC1
either in sequence or domain organization. Also, yeast
Cdc13 but not mammalian CTC1 has been shown to per-
form functions on its own and independently of the other
two subunits (25,26). While the structure of human CTC1
has recently been elucidated as part of the CST com-
plex (21,28,29), the information about the architecture and
molecular organization of yeast Cdc13 is still fragmentary
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Figure 7. DNA binding properties of individual OB domains and Cdc13 constructs. (A) Average magnetic tweezers force-extension curves of ssDNA taken
in the presence of Cdc13 (n = 13), OB1 (n = 8), OB2 (n = 6), OB3 (n = 5) and OB4 (n = 4). (B) EMSA analyses in agarose gels of individual OB fold
domains. (C) EMSA analyses in agarose gels of full-length as well as several truncated versions of Cdc13. (D) Fluorescence polarization DNA binding
assays of OB3, Cdc13OB34, Cdc13OB23 and Cdc13OB234. Dots represent the normalized average (n = 3) and error bars show the standard deviation of
each measurement. The single-site binding model equation was fitted to calculate the following Kd (Kd ± sd): 13.5 ± 1.7 nM (Cdc13OB234), 28.5 ± 3.8
nM (Cdc13OB23), 299 ± 41 nM (Cdc13OB34), 488 ± 90 nM (OB3). (E) Average force-extension curves of ssDNA taken in the presence of Cdc13 (n = 13),
Cdc13OB234 (n = 14), Cdc13OB134 (n = 12), Cdc13OB124 (n = 22) and Cdc13OB123 (n = 15). (F) Average force-extension curves of ssDNA taken in the
presence of Cdc13 (n = 13), Cdc13OB23 (n = 22), Cdc13OB34 (n = 15) and Cdc13OB24 (n = 21). Data included in A, E and F for bare ssDNA is the average
of 25 ssDNA molecules obtained in the absence of protein. Errors are standard deviation of the mean (SD) for measurements performed on different
molecules.
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and somewhat inconsistent. Available structures for yeast
Cdc13 are limited to individual domains or combinations
of domains from different species and some contradictory
findings have been reported. In addition, the interpretation
of in vivo experiments, which have made use mostly of S.
cerevisiae mutants, and the correlation between the muta-
tions performed and the resulting phenotypes is challeng-
ing, as illustrated by the studies on Cdc13 homodimeriza-
tion. Although it is widely accepted that Cdc13 can dimerize
and that this oligomeric state is important for its function,
it is still unclear how two monomers interact. Three out of
the four OB-fold domains that comprise Cdc13 have been
reported to form homodimers in isolation, OB1 and OB2
in S. cerevisiae (10,23,24) and OB4 in C. glabrata (22). In
this latter case, OB4 dimerizes using a different interaction
surface than the one observed for OB2 in S. cerevisiae. OB1
is also apparently responsible for dimerization in S. cere-
visiae since a single point mutation disrupts dimerization
of OB1 and the full-length Cdc13 (31). In K. lactis, a crystal
structure of a Cdc13 construct lacking OB1 and OB3 shows
that Stn1 functions as a bridge connecting OB2 and OB4
from two different monomers, whereas OB2 and OB4 of
each monomer interact (32). These disparate results might
just reflect experimental differences of a fundamentally con-
served architecture for yeast Cdc13, or alternatively, yeast
Cdc13 and the CST complex could have evolved to adopt
several distinct architectures with Cdc13 assembling differ-
ently in different species. To address this question, we have
characterized the organization of Cdc13 from C. glabrata.
We selected this species because it harbors the only yeast
CST complex where all three full-length subunits can be ex-
pressed and reconstituted through a recombinant system.
In addition, while not much is known about its molecular
organization, the available evidence suggests it might differ
significantly from S. cerevisiae (33). We have performed ex-
tensive in vitro studies that allowed us to propose a model
for its architecture and how this influences DNA binding
and oligomerization.

C. glabrata Cdc13 dimerizes through its OB2 domain,
and this is the only domain strictly essential for the for-
mation of a stable dimer (Figure 8A, B). We cannot rule
out that two OB4 domains could also interact between each
other in the context of the dimeric Cdc13, since a residual
peak compatible with a dimer was also detected in some
of our SEC experiments. Moreover, OB4 from C. glabrata
forms dimers under the high concentration conditions of
crystallization studies (22). OB3 is the only domain that
binds ssDNA but its DNA-binding property is altered by
OB2 and OB4. In particular, OB3 together with either OB2
or OB4 is the minimum combination of domains that pre-
vents refolding of ssDNA in magnetic tweezers assays, and
both OB2 and OB4 each enhance the ability of OB3 to
efficiently bind ssDNA in EMSA experiments. Since OB2
and OB4 can interact, these results together suggest the for-
mation of a core functional unit of Cdc13 by OB2, OB3
and OB4. Our DNA-binding studies, performed in the con-
text of short ssDNA and EMSA experiments, show that
C. glabrata Cdc13 has preference for telomeric sequences
of this species versus humans, and that whereas only OB3
alone binds to DNA, dimerization through OB2 promotes
binding of the OB3 domain to ssDNA and that OB3 co-

operates with the other domains to prevent refolding of ss-
DNA. These results contrast with the DNA-binding studies
in S. cerevisiae where ssDNA binding affinity is independent
of dimerization (31).

Our findings for C. glabrata Cdc13 are consistent with
the impact of some mutations and deletions described for S.
cerevisiae and this points to some similarities between both
species. The deletion of OB4 in S. cerevisiae does not imme-
diately abrogate Cdc13 function in vivo, whereas deletion of
OB2 or OB3 impairs Cdc13 binding to DNA and cell viabil-
ity (63). Supporting a central role of OB2 in Cdc13, a point
mutation (P371S) in this domain generates the cdc13-1 ts
mutant, which is widely used in S. cerevisiae for studying
cell cycle arrest and DNA damage checkpoint mechanisms
(64). Additionally, OB2 dimerization was essential for the
binding of the Stn1-Ten1 complex to S. cerevisiae Cdc13
(23). Mutations that disrupt OB2 dimerization in S. cere-
visiae exhibit growth and telomere length defects in vivo, but
these do not disrupt DNA binding. Interestingly, these mu-
tants remained as dimers in solution held by interactions
between OB1 (23). These results are broadly in agreement
with what we have found for C. glabrata, except for the con-
tribution of OB2 and OB4 to DNA binding in C. glabrata.
The fact that Cdc13 is able to form oligomers through OB1
and OB2 domains independently could be responsible for
some of the disparate results that have been reported in the
literature.

Cdc13 is known to act during telomere replication and
under replicative stress where long ssDNA stretches are gen-
erated. To analyze the function of the protein in the con-
text of longer ssDNAs we used a magnetic tweezers setup.
These experiments showed that Cdc13 binds and unfolds
secondary structures in ssDNA, and once bound, Cdc13
prevents its refolding. Interestingly, OB3 alone is not suf-
ficient to prevent refolding (Figure 7) or induce unfold-
ing (not shown) despite being able to bind ssDNA in EM-
SAs. Moreover, whilst some of this activity is restored when
OB3 works together with at least one other domain, full
activity was only present in the full-length protein. Re-
moval of OB1, OB2 or OB4 affected the unfolding activ-
ity of Cdc13, suggesting that every domain contributes to
the ability of Cdc13 to maintain an unfolded structure of
ssDNA. The need for OB2 and OB4 could be explained if
dimerization is important for Cdc13 to alter the structure
of DNA. OB2 is essential for Cdc13 to form dimers, and
OB4 interacts with OB2 (Supplementary Figure S2), and re-
moval of OB4 affects DNA binding in EMSA experiments
(Figure 7).

In addition to homodimerization, we have observed the
formation of higher-order oligomers in C. glabrata Cdc13
(Figure 1C). AUC experiments suggest that these larger
species are formed by the stepwise interaction of Cdc13
dimers (Figure 1D). In our model system, the multimeriza-
tion of Cdc13 is clearly linked to the OB1 domain and its re-
moval results in a Cdc13 molecule that behaves as a stable
and soluble dimer that binds efficiently to DNA. It might
be possible that the oligomerization observed is caused by
the recombinant overexpression of the protein. However,
we do not consider this scenario very likely, given that we
have identified mutations that abrogate the dimerization
and oligomerization of OB1 completely (Figure 4C, D) and
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Figure 8. Model for the molecular organization of C. glabrata Cdc13. (A) Function of each domain in C. glabrata Cdc13. (B) Model of the interactions and
molecular architecture of C. glabrata Cdc13. OB2 and OB4 interact to promote DNA binding by OB3. OB2 is responsible for dimerization. OB4 does not
dimerize on its own but it interacts with OB2 and potentially dimerize when in the context of the full protein. OB2 and OB4 cooperate to promote DNA
binding by OB3. The main function of OB1 is to assembly large order oligomers. (C) Speculative model suggesting a protective function of oligomeric C.
glabrata Cdc13 and CST during telomere maintenance.

we also find that OB1 is needed for regulating telomere
extension in C. glabrata (Figure 4A-B). Our observations
are in agreement with previous reports on the importance
of Cdc13 multi/oligomerization. Qian et al observed that
Cdc13 from S. cerevisiae eluted as a complex of a molecu-
lar weight of ∼400 kDa in SEC experiments and they pro-
posed that Cdc13 formed an oligomer (34). Mitchell et al.
(24) and Sun et al. (10) found that S. cerevisiae OB1 forms
dimers, and that these are important for regulating telom-
eric length (24). Finally, Lin et al. found that S. cerevisiae
Cdc13 can remodel telomeric DNA suggesting the forma-
tion of a nucleoprotein complex based on the oligomeriza-
tion of Cdc13 (30). Our single-molecule experiments show
that OB1 is needed for the full maintenance of an unfolded
state of ssDNA bound to Cdc13, which would fit a model
where OB1 facilitates the oligomerization of Cdc13 on the
DNA. Therefore, we suggest that it might be possible that

the tendency of OB1 to drive Cdc13 self-association in vitro
might reflect the mechanism for the formation of a large
nucleoprotein complex that affects the structure of ssDNA
(Figure 8B). Supporting this idea, cryoEM studies of Repli-
cation Protein A (RPA), a ssDNA binding protein complex
composed of three subunits (RPA70, RPA32 and RPA14)
and whose domain composition is reminiscent of the CST
complex, revealed several RPAs forming higher order as-
semblies on ssDNA that modulate its function (65). Two
adjacent RPAs associate on the ssDNA using interactions
between specific domains of each molecule. We speculate
that similarly to RPA, the association of several Cdc13
molecules on ssDNA would stabilize a conformation of
Cdc13 and the telomere that could be important for func-
tion.

Despite sharing similar functions in telomere homeosta-
sis, the molecular organization of the CST complex has
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diverged significantly between humans and yeast. More-
over, differences found between the S. cerevisiae, C. glabrata
and K. lactis complexes in several studies suggest that each
species may have evolved different architectures. Thus, the
molecular organization of yeast Cdc13 and CST complex
remain unclear and the possibility of alternative architec-
tures in different yeasts cannot be discounted. Here, we have
systematically dissected the molecular organization and the
mechanism of oligomerization of Cdc13 in C. glabrata. This
Cdc13 forms a dimer where OB2 and OB4 interact to help
OB3 acquire a configuration that promotes binding to ss-
DNA (Figure 8A, B). C. glabrata Cdc13 could potentially
form large oligomers to remodel the structure of long ss-
DNA stretches in telomeric DNA. These large complexes
also formed in the context of the CST complex, and this
might explain why some large oligomeric species were de-
tected in previous studies that were interpreted as an un-
usual organization of the CST complex. Is then this molec-
ular model unique to C. glabrata or applicable to other
yeast species? Although we have not performed specific ex-
periments to address this issue, an evaluation of the pub-
lished data, coupled with our detailed analysis of Cdc13’s
domains, allows us to propose the evolution of alternative
Cdc13 architectures in different yeasts but which neverthe-
less share common features and organizing principles. One
common feature is the utilization of OB2 for Cdc13 dimer-
ization, which is demonstrated in both S. cerevisiae (23) and
C. glabrata (this work). Just like C. glabrata, the OB2 and
OB4 from K. lactis Cdc13 molecule interact (32) (Figure
8B). We propose that this OB2-OB4 interaction organizes
a core with OB3, which is responsible for DNA binding in
S. cerevisiae, C. glabrata and K. lactis. Finally, the mech-
anism of multimerization mediated by OB1 in C. glabrata
may explain some of the discrepancies in the literature as
OB1 can sustain the formation of large oligomeric species
regardless of other domains such as OB2. Other studies of
telomeres have previously suggested that there are far more
similarities than differences between systems once all infor-
mation from various organisms is put into context (63,66).
In summary, we propose here a model for the molecular or-
ganization of C. glabrata Cdc13 and suggest that the core
of the interactions and oligomerization mechanisms found
in C. glabrata will be conserved in other yeast, with some
differences such as the function of the OB4 domain or the
changes required to recognize specific telomeric sequences.

The domain architecture that we describe in this work
(Figure 8B), together with previous structural, biochemi-
cal and functional data, can be used to construct an in-
tegrated model for the role of Cdc13 in telomere replica-
tion (Figure 8C). During the G1 phase, Cdc13 is bound to
the telomeric G-overhang (67). Upon progression into late
S-phase, the post-translational modifications of the Cdc13
RD domain (26) and the induction of Est1 expression (68)
lead to the recruitment of telomerase to the 3′ overhangs of
telomeres (69). As the G-strand is elongated, more Cdc13
would be recruited, facilitating the formation of multimers
mediated by OB1. The observations that the S. cerevisiae
OB1 domain displays low affinity for ssDNA binding in
an oligomerization dependent way suggest that this domain
may also contact DNA following multimerization (23,24).
At the end of S-phase, Cdc13 is SUMOylated at the C-
terminus of its OB4 domain (55), stabilizing the interaction

with the ST complex to form the CST complex that will
recruit Pol � (Figure 8C). We hypothesize that the post-
translational modification of Cdc13 could induce confor-
mational changes in the complex. It is conceivable that al-
ternative configurations of the CST complex are possible at
different stages of the process, maybe some in accordance
with what has been proposed for K. lactis (32). Moreover,
the Cdc13 OB1-Pol � and Cdc13 OB1-ssDNA interactions
are known to be mutually exclusive (10,24), suggesting that
the interaction with Pol � could lead to a different arrange-
ment of OB1 that favors CST multimer disassembly. In line
with this model, the recently reported structures of the hu-
man CST-Pol � complex show that only monomeric CST
can interact with Pol � (28,29). Effective recruitment of Pol
� will allow C-strand fill-in and completion of telomere
replication. The ability of Cdc13 to unfold G-strand and
prevent refolding may also facilitate the action of Pol �. Our
findings underscore the importance of the oligomeric state
of Cdc13 and the CST complex, as well as Cdc13-mediated
telomeric DNA unfolding in their functions.
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